
We have all been to conferences during which the ‘image’ of shipping 
is discussed.  Do we have the right image, or do we have any image 
at all?  Do we need an image, or can we just operate in the shadows?  
Panelists speak about the negative image that is promoted when oil is 
spilt, and the same picture of an unfortunate oiled seabird is once again 
shown in the media.  Panelists also speak about 
the diffi culty in placing good news stories in 
the media, which only seems interested in bad 
and negative news.  

We have had presentations from media 
consultants, who suggest promotional 
advertisement campaigns, and, until recently, 
very transient interest from Hollywood fi lm 
producers to make a fi lm or a television series 
using ships and shipping as the main story.  The 
fi lm ‘Captain Phillips’ with actor Tom Hanks 
might not be a true refl ection of the industry 
or of the actual events, but it has made good 
cinema, and apparently has attracted potential 
recruits to see a maritime career in a favourable 
light.  (As an aside, it is interesting that 
‘safe and normal’ would not appear to be as attractive to youngsters 
considering a seafaring career as ‘dangerous and exciting’.  We are not 
sure that we can, or even want to, promise such an experience!)

The essential issue, however, is to decide what we would like the 
‘image’ we create, if we so wish, to do for our industry.  We will all 
agree that we do need to project a favourable image to our students 
and potential seafarers, and many Associations, including this, holds 
student awareness sessions, either at the schools and universities or 
during Maritime Awareness Weeks.  The Association, together with 

Ꮭᥙቆṻዝ┭⅘ᣓṱᏑᲠᖔ⇥ᵱ╿ྺ
ᣓṱᖔᏑᲠᚅᎄኈᝢ྿ᔋᖦῨᏝᣓṱጙᐕጙ
ᏑᲠ ? Ꮭ․ᝁᏑᲠᴒ྿⏎ᚅᏝበᣋዪᬐ⁼
ᆣኖᚵ྿ዪዝ┭ᵱ╿ᆥྸὀ⎴ᆖᦧᦧᵱⅎᒌ

ᰪኖᕫጩᙘᖔᣓṱᝇᝢᏑᲠྸ
ሳᇺ᭡♒᷹ᦧሊኗᖔᕣὋᕫጩᖔ
ᡊᬝᶦሥྺὀ⎴ᆖ⏎ⅎᒌ᭡♒Ỽ
⒲ᡆ៵ጙ≮ⅭྸᰩṬᣓṱᖔ
ዶᡆ៵┧ᙎᙓᆸ᰾᰾ྺ 

ጙᑧ᭡♒◠ᥥᙏ╿ᣓṱᛝ⎓⊧
᧥⁹ṱᥒྸᖗᒌᬫᗋᇌጙዶᱵᴫ
ሥᆖᑯኗ᪰ᒬᣓṱᖔ⒕ᏺ
ᔤ▭Ạ⁼ᒬẠᲑᐶዋྺẠ⁼ 
ᱺ፶᮲᮱᪰ᗒ ሳᇺᒄሯὀ᯲ᓈ
Ὂ᮱ᖔᑄፈᆫᇏᎼᢂỷᇻᚃ
ᆔᣓṱᇺᒄᑦኼኄᑍᖔᧆᕬྸ
፣ᚅᚅᆎᬀዶẠ⁼ྸỼ᎑ጒ
ᵨᆖቆᆘᡊᑦኖᨴᖔ⁼◟ᚅᗝᦧ
ኈᝢᖔ ࿔ྺ᠕ኞ྾ጙⅭᖔᚅዕ⋃

ᒬᒋ∢።ሲም ዿᒬቶᦧᣋ᎑ሊጆΏᆖ
ቆᆘᡊឬኖᨴྺᏝ⏎ᢂᇏᣋᇏᵆዞጆΏᆖ
ᔐ⊐₯ᆎᾂᇃ፥᷹∘࿀࿕

ᰈጹྸᝁᖔᚅᏝ․ᝁᛄᏝᣓṱᛝᬯ
ᙞ₯ᖔᏑᲠᇌᣋᛄᣓṱᛝᾀྺᏝῤᛄ
⌋ṃᛄ⇥ኖᒬኅᑳᖔᡊឬ៙ᆎងዶᖔᏑᲠྺ
ቈᙷᏝᒓᵱዪᇦᖔደᒓᵱᬂዪ⇥ᠣᒬᆸ⇥
Ḽ⎓⊧ᆔዝ┭ᮟᤲῤ─ᖔᚵᥒྸቈᙷ⎓⊧ᣓṱ
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the Maritime Museum, held such a week in early November, which 
attracted several schools to send buses of students during the week as 
well as encouraged students to visit on their own initiative over the 
following weekend.  It is clear that such initiatives do more than just 
attract students to consider a career in maritime, because families then 
fi nd out about the industry, which leads into better awareness within 
the general community, which is likely to feed back into our Legislative 
Council and Government.

People have spoken about the benefi t of a positive image to support 
our work with regulators and legislators.  It is true that when discussing 
Greenhouse Gases, or Ballast Water, there is very little recognition 
of the benefi t and environmentally friendly nature of shipping.  It is 
almost seems as if shipping is seen to be the ‘bad guy’ that needs to be 
controlled, preferably locked up, with no apparent loss to the world 
economy or supermarket shelves.

It is important, therefore, to preface presentations to Governments, 
legislators and regulators with a reminder of the benefi ts of shipping 
to the world economy.  The fact that the effi ciencies of shipping 
have encouraged world trade, and that the environmental impact of 
shipping, even without onerous legislation, is far lower on all scales 
than other forms of transport.  The fact that close to 100,000 ships 
circle the world, carrying essential goods, with an incredibly good 
accident record that puts the dangers inherent in road transport 
to shame.  

ᵃ─ᒯ᰾᰾ྺᏝᒓᵱᾹᝬᯠᡊᑦ᬴ᖅ⋗ 11 ሗ
ᗆ⎓⊧ᆔ┭።ᖔᚵᥒྸ᎑ሊᆔᙓደ⇥ᠣᚷᑎ
ᤏ∁ᑎᖔ⇥ኖᑳᥙ⚃ᑣᥙᾹዝ┭ᚵᥒྺ♌ᰈ
┭ᚵᥒᇏᚅ᎑ሊ⇥ኖቆᆘᡊᑦᵳ‹
⑄ᭅྸዥᛄሷᖔ៑ᗒዪỼᣓṱᵳቆᩄ⍘ṁᖔ
ዘ᠗ྸሊ⇧ᆔ∁ងᇩ᩵ớ♒᳁ᆎᐄ⍘ṁᣓṱᵳྸ
ᆫᵱỼከᕧᵱᒬᙼᓯᙿቆ⁼◟ྺ

ᆖⅎᇺᣓṱᛝኈᝢᏑᲠጙ፺ᔰᏝᾹᕧ
ᒎᓖ∕Ἧᖔᇃ፥ྺᑦỷᆥᆫᚅ₯ྸዪ⅘
ᶘᘾᠾ♒᧫ᔮᔋ⋻Ṭሠ᰾╿⒕᠗ྸᆖᙓሂᵱ
ᔐῤᣓṱᖔ⍌ᗨኄⅩྺ᭶ሲᆸ៑ᬂῤᛄᣓṱ
ᚅង․ᝁᖔ⒲ᘻᆺྸ ᬫዶᚅ┥ᷦᬋྸ
♌ᰈᐕጙᆖᵱᵃ─ᒌ₯Ỽራᛝ᷹⌱ᔋᲯᢰ
ቴ᭔ᑱ⌋ᖔ⁼◟ྺ

ᔏሳྸዞᙼᓯᒬከᕧ∕Ἧᇺᘁᒎᓖᆖ៙እ
ᣓṱỼራᛝ᷹⌱ᖔᤈ╛᭬♌ᦶሃᛄᝁྺᑦỷ
ᆥྸᤲ᠒ᖔᣓṱᗩ᳁ᆔራᛝᲬᔳᖔᰪ៙ྸᑯ
ᐕጙ⍺ᖔከᕧྸᣓṱỼ⍌ởᖔ⁼◟ᇠᰈ
ምኽፙᒄሷᖔṱ⊤ሔጇᬂᝁ፨ᖔደྺራᛝᆥጙ
ᗋ 10 ᷧ≯᪰ὋṬᖅ⍌⑈ዩᩝᣓፌྸ፣ᚅ
ᑦᙽ⊸ᘈቃᒾዩዶྸሺᇽኖዕ⋃ᖔᇩṤṱ⊤
ᛯᏑᑃ᪔ྺ
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But the other important area is to promote our industry through 
participation.  Some time ago, your Committee debated the issue of 
promotion at length, and decided that ‘international indirect’ would 
be the most cost effective and benefi cial way to promote Hong 
Kong’s maritime sector.  This involves active participation in industry 
meetings, inter-Governmental forums, and other selected events; 
participation that demonstrates a good understanding of the issues and 
well thought out and reasoned technical competence.  It was recognized 
that participation is an obligation; if we did not participate, then we had 
no right to subsequently complain. Demanding a seat at the table is not 
enough, we realized that you have to sit in and participate from that 
seat.  While it is the members who should be encouraged to participate 
we recognized that this was not always possible, and the Association 
secretariat should be prepared to participate if need be on behalf of and 
representing the membership.

Such participation has 
brought benefi ts to the 
Association, benefi ts that 
might not always immediately 
be apparent.  The Association 
is now well recognized in 
international forums to be 
willing to participate, willing 
to step up to the mark 
and willing to put forward 
technically competent and 
strong views that might 
initially be seen as being 
controversial, but always 
remaining willing to listen to 
others, and fi nd compromise 
and consensus to suit all 
sectors of the industry.  This 
Association is deeply involved 
in the decisions made in 
the International Chamber 
of Shipping on Safety, 
Environmental and other 
issues, and the Managing Director is presently Chairman of the ICS 
Labour Affairs Committee, which handles seafarer welfare and union 
issues, and is Spokesperson for the Maritime Employers at the ILO.  
Which is perhaps interesting, in that Hong Kong is not a member of 
the ILO, so his work there is in close cooperation with the Chinese 
government.   

Other benefi ts include the opportunity to comment on and be a part of 
the consultative process that develops regulation, to ensure that it suits 
the aspirations and limitations of global shipping.  It is apparently all 
too easy to develop and put in place regulation that has no recognition 
or appreciation of the potentially adverse effects of the regulation on 
the effi ciency and economics of the industry.  Increasingly, it is clear 
that through our active participation, we are asked to participate and 
our opinion is taken seriously by those who would decide our future.

While we have been involved in many issues during the year, there are 
some major issues that can be singled out to be the subject of comment 
in this review.

ᆎងᝁᖔ ᥴᚅṻᥙᾹᑳ᧥⁹Ꮭᖔ
ፌᵳྺᇏᆩᗾྸᒓᵱፌᓄឬᵱ᭬᧥⁹ፌᵳ
ᆎᑦ᳁ፌᆔᇪᗒᖔ⅘ྸῤᛄ᧥⁹ᝬᯠᡊᑦᵳ
ᔇ⁀ምᬫᤲᒬᬫᑮᖔሔᕧ᭬ᚅᥲ‡ᥙᾹྺ
ቈᙷ≋ᵸ⊪⇺ᔇዩᥙᾹᵳᛝᵱ╿ྐྵᙼᓯ⅘⇠
ሳᇺᒄሷᖔᚵᥒྺ≋ᵸᖔᥙᾹ៙እᆔᏝỼ
ᣓṱ╿⒕ᖔᩄᙎ⍘ṁሳᇺᩄᙛ⃘₁ᖔᏡᣋྺ
ᥙᾹᚅᆎᾂḃᥐྸዸᕃᏝᇏᥙᾹྸ᭬ᐕጙ
Ṛᠴᑦᙘᔧᙟྺᖁᒚᵱ╿ᖔᆎង៥ፒᚅ῾῾
ᇏᖔྸᏝῤᛄቻ᳭≋ᵸᥙᾹᵱ╿ᖔ⅘ྺ
⏫ᰈ⌋ṃặ⋳ᵱឬ≋ᵸᥙᾹ┭ᥲ‡ᚵᥒྸ
፣ᇏᚅᡠ፴ỷྸᒓᵱᢠቔሳ⋂᠗ሹᗇ
ᵱឬቃ៥┭ᵱ╿ྺ

┭ᥙᾹ᱒ᒓᵱ
ᦨᑳᆔዶྸ⏫ᰈ
ᇏᚅᤰᆥ♌ቃ
ᑳྺᒓᵱᇅዪ
ᥲ‡⅘⇠ᇩῤᛄ
₺ᵃᥙᾹྐྵ₺ᵃ
≋ᵸṁᐏᥥ⒕ྐྵ
₺ᵃᮟቃ☁ᘹᒬ
ሺᆖᖁ╿ᖔ⚃⏽ྺ
ᒓᵱዘ᠗ᆫ₺ᵃ
᪤☎፴ᆖᖔ⚃⏽ྸ
Ꮷᒌↁዠᵳᇦᔏጙ
⍌ᷲᖔᏬᇐሔᕧᒬ
ወዘ⏽ྺᒓᵱ≋ᵸ
ᥙᾹᆔᥲ‡ᣓṱᥛ
ᵱ (ICS) ┥ᔰዿྐྵ
⍌ởᇺᒄሷ╿⒕ᖔ
⅘ྸᒓᵱፌ
ḣᑦኡᗾᚅ ICS
ᬱᇃᑦᥐᓄឬᵱᖔ

ሯ៥ྸṃᓄឬᵱᝇᩞᡊឬᾀ፶ᒬᇃᵱᑦᥐྸ
ሷ⏎ᚅᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆࿔ILO࿕ᡊᑦ᳧ሯᰪᑅᆖྺ
ጙⅭᖔᚅྸᝬᯠᇏᚅ ILO ᖔጎឬྸᔏሳሷᖔ
ᇃ፥ቻ᳭Ᾱᇐᥲᙼᓯᦒᇭዠ፥ྺ 

ᆎងዶᚅጙ∕ᵱᥙᾹᕧᒎᓖᖔṻᰶᑣ
ᮟቃፁᇄᖔᑃṁྸᗨ━┭ᕧᖔቃባ᪇ዠ
ᩝᣓṱᖔ┮ᨋᒬᵸྸዥᛄቃባỼᵳᛝ᠒ᩚ
ᒬ᷹⌱ጙዪᇻ፥ኗᖔᕧ♌ᰈᇿ៕ᔳᆔྺ
⋂ᱴ≋ᵸᖔᥙᾹྸᏝዪᇅ᷹⏑⅑ᥙᾹ
ዝ┭ᥲ‡ᚵᥒྸᏝᖔᵃᑃᆫᇅ⍊ᑚᑧሯ៏
Ꮭኅᑳᖔ∕ἯᖔᲑྺ

ᆣᝢ⑄ᭅᇢ᪒ᆎᆣᒓᵱ⅘ᖔᆎᑧᝁ╿⒕ ྺ
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The Shipping Industry
The international shipping industry is the servant of world trade, 
and our fortunes therefore rise and fall in line with the growth 
or contraction in world trade.  But our fortunes are also hugely 
dependent on our readiness to order new ships, a readiness that 
sometimes seems to be determined more by the current market and 
perhaps a ‘herd’ mentality than any well thought-out long-term 
prognosis.

The world fl eet of all ships over 300 gross tons (gt) at 1 January 
2014 consisted of 49,576 ships of 1.604 billion deadweight, 
1,065 million gt or 19.6 million TEU, an increase of 834 ships, 
65 million deadweight or 941 thousand TEU on the year before.  
1,713 newbuildings of 105.6 million deadweight were delivered in 
2013, and 1,036 ships of 44.7 million deadweight were reportedly 
sent to the breakers.  Interestingly, bulk carriers made up 56% of 
newbuildings by deadweight as well as 48% of ships reportedly sent 
for recycling.  Over the past 3 years, the world fl eet has increased by 
3.7% in number of ships, but 19.1% in deadweight.

It is also interesting to note that on a very simplistic calculation, total 
deadweight divided by total number of ships, the average deadweight 
per ship has increased from 28,186 tonnes to 32,362 tonnes over 
the past 3 years, evidence that ship sizes continue to get much larger.

World seaborne trade increased year-on-year by 3.9% in 2013, to 
9,932 million tonnes.  Over the last three years, world seaborne 
trade in tonnes has increased by 13.22%, but, when making this 
comparison, we have to recall that world trade dropped dramatically 
in 2009.

By country of control, the Hong Kong fl eet of ships over 1,000 gt as 
of 1 January 2014 was 689 ships of 33.6 million deadweight with an 
average age of 10.7 years, which puts it in the position of being the 
world’s 12th largest country of control (2013, 12th).  Out of the top 
20 countries of control, Hong Kong has by far the highest percentage 
of its fl eet under the local Register.  The average age of the world fl eet 
of ships over 1,000 gt as of 1 January 2014 was 14 years.

In terms of the Gross Tonnage and Deadweight of 
vessels of over 300gt at 1 January 2014, Hong 
Kong was again the 4th largest ship register, 
coming after Panama, Liberia, and the 
Marshall Islands and followed by Singapore 
and Greece.  The deadweight of ships fl ying 
the Hong Kong fl ag represented 8.6% of the 
world total.

(All statistics taken from Shipping Statistics 
and Market Review, Volume 58, No 1/2 - 2014, 
Institute of Shipping Economics and 
Logistics.)

ᣓṱᛝ
ᥲ‡ᣓṱᵳᚅራᛝᲬᔳᖔếᆖྸᏝᖔᒱṱᾹ
ራᛝᲬᔳᖔᤉḘኹ᧒ᛯ┥ྺ፣Ꮭᖔᒱṱᆫ
ᗝᦧᑬ⊛ᔰᙔ⎿ᖔᵨ᪰ᝃệྸᾂᝃệጙ᠗።ሲ
ᛄ᷀ᗾᖔቴ᭔ᇺᔏ⊒ᖔ⋂ᆸᚯላἍᔏታቖྸ
ጹᗝᠨ⇸ᩄᙛ⃘₁ᖔᗒᮽẦᮽᝃệྺ

ἕሚ 2014 ጆႢሗႢሕྸᩝ 300 ⍷⇕ሳᆥᖔ
ᥛ᪰Ṭ⇕ፒᛄ 49,576 ≯ྸ 16.04 ‼Ṭ⇕ྸ
10.65 ‼⍷⇕ᔋ 1960 ᷧ₴℆ྸምቓጆ⁝ቆᆔ
834 ≯ྸ6500 ᷧṬ⇕ᔋ 94.1 ᷧ₴℆ྺ2013
ጆᆣሠᖔᵨ᪰ 1713 ≯ྸ 1.056 ‼Ṭ⇕ྸ
1036 ≯ 4470 ᷧṬ⇕ᔫ᪰ ྺጙⅭᖔᚅྸ
ᮮ᪰፡ᵨ᪰⍷Ṭ⇕ፒᖔ 56%ྸ፡ᔫ᪰⍷Ṭ
⇕ፒᖔ 48%ྺṻቓ 3 ጆྸራᛝ᪰᳚ᖔ᪰₪
⁝ቆᆔ 3.7%ྸ፣Ṭ⇕ፒ⁝ቆᆔ 19.1% ྺ

ṻ⑄ᭅᖔᦕ⍷Ṭ⇕ፒᤫሳ᪰⍷₪ᖔᝃᾌ
ᦶᒌᖔጙⅭ₪⇸ᚅྸṻቓᆢጆྸᭅ᪰Ṭ⇕ፒ
ᇅᦸ 2.8186 ᷧ⇕⁝ቆᒌ 3.2362 ᷧ⇕ྸῨᔷ᪰
₶ᲮᑳᲮᆸྺ

2013 ጆራᛝᡊṱᲬᔳዘም⁝ቆᆔ 3.9%ྸ
ṵ 99.32 ‼⇕ྺṻቓᆢጆྸራᛝᡊṱ⇕Წᔳ
⁝ቆᆔ 13.22%ྺ፣ᚅྸቻ᳭ᐥ 2009 ጆራᛝ
Წᔳᙝ⁆ᆣᝡྺ

᙭ᶦ᪰╧ᥲ᪐ᝃྸἕሚ 2014 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕᝬᯠ
᪰᳚Ჯṻ 1000 ⍷⇕᪰₪ᛄ 689 ≯ᒬ 3360
ᷧṬ⇕ྸቶᎤ᪰▢ᛄ 10.7 ጆྸፒᓝራᛝ
᪆ 12 ፒ ࿔2013 ጆፒᓝ᪆ᆟᆕ࿕ྺ ራᛝᗾ 20 ፒᖔ
᪰╧ᥲ࿔ዩᥗ࿕ᇐ  ྸᝬᯠ⇴ጙኡᗾᬫᤲምᑲᖔኄዩ
Გቀ᪰᳚ྺἕሚ 2014 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕྸᲯṻ 1000
⍷⇕ᖔራᛝ᪰᳚ቶᎤጆ▢ᛄ 14 ጆྺ

ἕሚ 2014 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕྸᲯṻ 300 ⍷⇕ᖔ
᪰⍷⇕ᒬṬ⇕ራᛝ᪰Გቀ᧫ፒྸ

ᝬᯠፒᓝ᪆ቧྸጞᔰሆ᠁ᤰྐྵ
፶ምᑝᑨᒬᤰᶅὢḅ១ྺᾜ⋂
ᒄᙘᖔᚅᵨቆᒸᒬᏉ⓭ྺ
ᝬᯠᲒቀ᪰Ṭ⇕ፒ
፡ራᛝ⍷ᖔ 8.6%ྺ

࿔᪐ᝃ₪⇸ᑳᶐ྾ᣓṱ᷹⌱
Ᾱᖅᚯᛷᐵᔏቃᖃᖔ 
ᣓṱ᪐ᝃᒬቴ᭔ዦ◠ 
2014 ጆ᪆ 1/2 ᮽ
᪆ 58 ▲ ྺ ࿕
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Maritime Labour Convention, 2006
As all members will be aware, MLC, 2006 entered into force on 
20 August 2013.  The negotiation and entry into force of this 
Convention has been closely watched by the International 
Labour Organisation and others because it marks a very different 
and ambitious route for labour legislation.  This is the fi rst all 
encompassing ILO Convention, and the fi rst ILO Convention 
without a number.  This is deliberate, because the Convention itself 
may be amended; the Code by tacit acceptance (similar to IMO 
Conventions), and the Regulations and Articles by the General 
Conference of the ILO.  ILO Conventions are usually not amended, 
but are replaced by a new numbered Convention.  The unanimous 
adoption of the Convention and the meeting within a relatively 
short time of the very high ratifi cation required for entry into force, 
compared to other ILO Conventions, has demonstrated to the ILO 
the potential of a new direction for other sectors.  Maritime has 
always been an important part of ILO work, and this new direction 
has cemented maritime's leadership of the changing ILO process.

And it is clear, only a 
few months after MLC, 
2006 entry into force, 
that the Convention 
is biting.  Defi ciencies 
are being identifi ed and 
ships are being detained 
by port State control, 
both on ships that fl y the 
fl ags of States that have 
ratifi ed the Convention, 
as well as those that have 
not ratifi ed.  Common 
defi ciencies would 
appear to include missing 
or incomplete Seafarer Employment Agreements, seafarers not being 
paid, hygiene issues in the accommodation and engine room, and bad 
quality and insuffi cient food, etc.  The attention such detentions bring 
is not only good news for seafarers, but also for shipowners, in that 
unfair competition by ships not meeting basic minimum standards 
will surely be reduced over time.

The Convention contains an unusual provision for ILO Conventions, 
in that a Special Tripartite Committee is set up to monitor the 
working of the Convention, amongst other obligations.  Two 
preparatory meetings were held, which debated and formulated 
the Standing Orders for the Committee, so that work could begin 
immediately on entry into force of the Convention.  The fi rst 
Committee meeting was held in April 2014, at which amendments to 
the Convention's Code were adopted to include the work of the joint 
IMO/ILO working group into Crew Claims and Abandonment.  This 
Association is deeply involved in the work of the Committee, and led 
and acted as spokesperson for the maritime employers' group and as 
vice-chairman of the Committee.
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៤ᒬᇏᑌ᰾ᥥ⒕ྺጏ᪰ሊᤉᖔዝሔᕜᵃᇏ᱒
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ṻᆔឈᝄᇩዽᘁᖔᣞᠥྸᦕ IMO/ILO ᇃ፥
ᆾ᪗ᖔᇃ፥␟ᆘ᪰ឬⅠᒬ⊭ᨘྺᒓᵱᩄᙎᥙᾹ
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MLC, 2006 is frequently referred to as the fourth pillar of maritime 
legislation, the other three being SOLAS, MARPOL and STCW.  
But this is very different legislation, in that the ILO process is so 
very different to the IMO process.  While there might be some very 
different determinations of the fl exible provisions given by States in the 
initial stages of the Convention, which are causing a certain amount 
of confusion especially amongst ship managers managing ships of 
different fl ags, these will be brought into line over time through the 
processes set up under the ILO Constitution to ensure that any such 
determinations are made within the spirit of the Convention.  This 
Association will continue to be involved with this work, to ensure 
that our Members’ interests and the interests of global shipping are 
properly protected and promoted.

Seafarer Shore Leave and Transit 
It should be well understood and recognized that seafarers need regular 
bouts of shore leave for their health and well-being.  Long periods 
on ships that rarely call at much more than a jetty in the middle of 
nowhere cannot be good for seafarers’ sanity.  Regulation 4.4 of the 
Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, refers to this essential issue by 
requiring those States that ratify the Convention to ensure that 
shore-based welfare facilities, where they exist, are easily accessible.  
In addition, seafarers must be given the possibility to join or leave 
ships wherever those ships are trading.  Home leave or replacement 
might need to take place anywhere, and restrictions on seafarer transit, 
especially in urgent cases, not only puts 
the seafarer under great stress but also 
could result in the ship sailing shorthanded, 
providing the fl ag State permits.

It is also clear that the continuing 
fi nancial crisis is encouraging greater 
control of borders, which is impacting 
the ability for seafarers to take shore 
leave or join or leave their ship. But 
understanding why seafarers are fi nding 
it more and more diffi cult to take shore 
leave does not resolve the issue.  Why are 
seafarers treated differently to visitors in 
many countries?  Are seafarers seen to 
be more ‘dangerous’ than other visitors? Why do airports have special 
lines and fast track clearance for airline crews, but make ship’s crews 
wait and then go through intensive checks? Why are crew members 
granted different visas to visitors to the United States?  And why 
cannot seafarers who are nationals of countries under the US Visa 
Waiver program, unable to apply for an ESTA?  What is different 
about a seafarer that requires such onerous and unfair treatment?

And it is not just the United States that imposes these restrictions, 
seafarers have similar issues in Europe and other places around the 
world. 

The ILO has recognized that seafarers are a special class of worker 
that needs protection.  While we now have the Maritime Labour 
Convention in effect, with the full support of ILO Governments, it is 
probably time to explore seafarer shore leave and transit issues, in a way 
that goes well beyond the rather unfortunate ILO Convention 185 for 
seafarers’ Identifi cation Cards.  
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Ballast Water
We cannot disagree that the environment must be protected, and that 
we must do all we can to reduce or eliminate the adverse effects that 
our industry might have on the environment, but the lesson we have 
to learn from the Ballast Water Convention is that it is not sensible 
or appropriate to regulate without full cost/benefi t being done, or 
to introduce application dates that are intended to encourage the 
development of suitable technology within a very limited time frame.  
We can understand the concerns of environmentalists, and the pressure 
that is put on politicians, but environmental legislation must not be 
determined without due regard as to how the industry might be able to 
comply with that legislation.

⋻Ṭሠ
ᏝᎼዘᵃቻ᳭ᗨ○⍌ởྸᾆέᆝᯪሂᒬ
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A good example of such separation from reality is that of the Ballast 
Water legislation in California, where the interim ballast water 
performance standards have been delayed for two years because there 
is no equipment available in the market that would meet California’s 
exacting standards.  As Denis Bryant so admirably put it, “California 
seems to recognize impossibility, but (at least to date) not futility”.

The industry initially supported the Ballast Water Convention 
because at that time we were facing a myriad of different standards 
being introduced around the world, and we felt that having an IMO 
Convention in place would encourage States to regulate to the IMO 
standards, and not develop their own.  But what is taking place is the 
very unfortunate development of the differing standards we were 
concerned about.  The United States, for example, has decided to 
implement its own equipment testing protocols.  But those protocols 
are not yet in place, so the United States will accept some, but not all, 
ballast water treatment equipment that has been accepted by other 
States but only for 5 years, as Alternate Management Systems. 

Ᾱỷ᪨ᷲᖔᬫዶከᕧᑲᆺᚅቆ፶ᾀተᑨᖔ
⋻Ṭሠᇩྸዥᛄቴ᭔ᆥᐕጙ᪇ዠቆ፶ᾀተᑨ
ኖ᠒₴ᶚᖔᬥྸጙ┥ᖔ⋻Ṭሠᔇᣋ₴ᶚ᧥⊫
ᆔᒂጆኖ᠒ྺኈዸ Denis Bryant ᔏῨᖔᑚ₯
ቆ፶ᾀተᑨᲑሲᇅ᷹ᔐῤᇏቔᣋᔇྸ፣ᚅ
࿔ፂሂኡᗾ࿕⏎ᇏᔐῤᚅᰇኗቇྺ  

ᵳᛝᬫᗆሐᙰ⋻ṬሠᇩྸዥᛄᏝᝢ⎒ዝᾂ
ዝ₯ᖔᩝᇏዘ₴ᶚᖔ᳹Ꮐྸሳᛄ IMO ᇩᖔ
ቃባᆫᵱặ⋳ዝᥲ᙭ᶦ IMO ₴ᶚ⅖∁ጹ
ᇏዉᏑጎዝፁᖔ₴ᶚྺ፣ᚅᑦỷᆥྸᏝ⇿ላ
ᖔᑦ⏎ᚅᰪኖᆔྸዝᥲ⏎ᚅᒎᓖᆔዝፁᖔ
₴ᶚྺᑲዸྸᜐᥲᐏᓖፌፁᇄᖔ ᬥ⌣
╿ᓖྺ ፣ᚅኚᔰṃ╿ᓖ⏎ᐕጙᒌፒྸᜐᥲ
ᦕ€᠗᧚ᒜᬀᇬ࿔ᇏᚅᬀ࿕ᒄሷᥲ៑᧚ᒜᖔ
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After 5 years, if the equipment then does not meet the new United 
States testing protocols, it will have to be replaced, at vast expense.  
If the United States felt that the IMO testing protocols were defi cient, 
why was the issue not taken back to the IMO?  As members will know, 
a group of testing organisations has now been formally set up, as 
GloBal TestNet to facilitate increased standardization and harmonization 
of test procedures and information exchange.  With the right leadership 
and expressions of concern, this could have taken place much earlier.  
And in addition, the two national agencies regulating ballast water 
have different provisions, so that a ship might be in compliance with 
the requirements of one agency while not being in compliance with 
the other.

Ballast Water treatment equipment is expensive, and even more 
expensive to retrofi t to existing ships.  Compliance is not achieved by 
fi tting approved equipment and ensuring that it is used and maintained, 
but by biological testing by Port State Control.  Were these onerous, 
and in some places impossible to meet, requirements on the industry 
properly subjected to full and detailed cost/benefi t analysis before 
adoption?

Energy Effi ciency
The twists and turns of the discussion into the reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions from shipping has been interesting, to say the least.  
The initial debate was hamstrung by the insistence of developing 
countries that the Common but Differentiated Responsibility (CBDR) 
provisions of the UNFCCC Kyoto Protocol should be adopted, 
while the developed countries insisted that the IMO produce global 
regulation for global shipping.  Solutions were found in naming the 
debate ‘Energy Effi ciency’, not ‘reduction of greenhouse gas emissions’, 
and then working on and adopting amendments to MARPOL Annex 
VI (Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships) for the Energy Effi ciency 
Design Index (EEDI) to apply to the construction of new ships.  The 
new regulations, which came into force earlier in 2013, also included 
requirements for a Ship Energy Effi ciency Management Plan (SEEMP).  
Theorists might argue that provisions for the reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions should not be put into a regulation that deals with the 
reduction of air pollution, but fi nding a political compromise and early 
adoption were felt to be more important than semantics.
 

⋻Ṭሠᩞᬥ፥ᛄᮼሹᾈᩞᐶ᪐ྸ ፣ᚅጙ
᠒ᮽᛄᇙጆྺᇙጆᙘྸዸᕃᓞ᠗ᬥᰇᕧ
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ᑯኗᒬᾥ○ᑣᇏᣋ᪇ዠᛯ┥ᖔᓖྸቻ᳭᷹ṻ
ᯠᆴᥲὴ᧖ᖔኖᖅṅྺᑧỼᵳᛝᖔᝁᐆ
ᆟᇬ⍺ྸጙᑧᝁᐆᠨኄᰇᕧὋᑌྺ┭ᓖ
ᚅᇏᚅ⌋ṃዪቃባᗾ᷹ṻጎኄ᠒ᖔᇬᕎᒮ྿

ᣋ᠒
ጙ┥ᣓṱᛝᝡ፨ᶘᘾᠾ♒᧫ᔮᖔ⅘ቔሳῨᚅ
ᏬጹጙⅭᖔྺᬫᗆᖔ⅘ዥᛄᰪ៙ᇐᥲ៑
ᙰቆᆘ ᑪᬂ╿ᓖ ᖔወዘ፣ጙᥗ፴
࿔CBDR࿕ᓖጹ⌙ᨰྸጹᰪṵᥲ៑ᙰ IMO
ᛄᩝᣓṱ᧥ቃᩝᘁྺᬫᙘᏧᒌᖔṁᐏ
ሔᕧᚅᦕ⅘⒕ኡኚᝡ፨ᶘᘾᠾ♒᧫ᔮᏲᛄ
ᣋ᠒ྸ ᰈᙘᱴሎᶚᬥឈᝄ MARPOL ᗘኼ
VI ᖔᏨបᇃ፥ྸᑣᦕᣋ᠒ᝃᙳ₪࿔EEDI࿕
ↁኗᔰᵨ᪰ྺᵨᘁᔰ 2013 ጆጓᑧ᠗ច
ኖ᠒ᑣቈᙷ᪰ᣋ᠒ᾈᩞᝃệ࿔SEEMP࿕᰾
ᝁᐆྺᩞ⅘៑ᆫᵱᖁ⅘ᝡ፨ᶘᘾᠾ♒᧫ᔮᖔ
ᓖᇏ⌋ṃᔮᆘጙ┥ᝡ፨ᖟᠾ᧫ᔮᖔᘁᇐྸ
፣ᚅᏧᒌᙼᕲᎷᒓᒬέᏙᏨបᵨᘁ♌ᰈም
ሑዺṲ⌐ᛄᝁྺ
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In the background, the discussion into reducing operational emissions 
continued to rumble on.  IMO put off the debate into Market Based 
Mechanisms (MBMs), for the stated reason that there were other 
more important issues to discuss, and States began to develop ideas 
that could lead to, or start the process towards, mandatory reduction 
of operational emissions without upsetting the CBDR debate.  The 
United States proposed to IMO a Monitoring Reporting Verifi cation 
process (MRV) that consisted of three phases: Data Collection and 
Anaysis; Pilot Phase; and Full Implementation.  Phase I was to collect 
data, report it to a central body and verify it from documents on board.  
Phases II and III were then to use that data to develop energy effi ciency 
standards and make it mandatory for ships to meet those standards.

The United States proposal was supported in the IMO by a group of 
interested States, and the European Commission then took up the idea 
by proposing a Regulation of the European Parliament and Council on 
the monitoring, reporting and verifi cation of carbon dioxide emissions 
from maritime transport in European Waters as a fi rst phase, the 
second two phases to be developed in similar fashion to the United 
States proposal.  This was, of course, a proposal for regional regulation, 
to affect all ships over 5,000gt sailing within European waters, or to or 
from European ports.

The Association’s Technical Sub-committee met to discuss the 
proposals, and developed an Association position that was subsequently 
endorsed by the Committee.  In effect, the Association recommended 
that the IMO be requested to adopt mandatory regulations for the 
Monitoring and Reporting of fuel consumption, leaving the door 
open for further discussion of the meaning of ‘transport work’ (against 
which fuel consumption would be measured to produce an indicator 
of effi ciency) and, without supporting the proposed end result, also 
leaving the door open for further work on reducing operational 
emissions.  Firstly, many members had informed the Association that 
fuel consumption fi gures were already being collected, and secondly, 
it is essential, in the Association’s view, that global regulation be 
developed, not regional regulation.  A copy of the Association position 
paper can be forwarded on request.
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ጙ┥ᝡ፨⌿ṱ᧫ᔮᖔ⅘ዪἂᙘ╬▾᳁ፌྺ
IMO ᧥⊫ᆔ┥ᔰቴ᭔∕ᒎ࿔MBMs࿕ᖔ⅘ྸ
ᇩ᳕ᖔᩞኚᚅ⏎ጙᝁᖔᥥ⒕․ᝁ⅘ྺ
ጙᑧᥲ៑ᇅ᷹᳕ᓋᒎᓖᇏᢊ⒲ CBDR ⅘ᗾᮟ
ᖔᦱᒎᔇᝡ፨⌿ṱ᧫ᔮ᧞ᙿྺᜐᥲዞ IMO ឃ╿
ᙏከὴྐྵ᭗ᎎᒬᠤᚚᐶ᪐࿔MRV࿕ྸ ᇬᛄ
ᆢង᳛ᚧ྾₪⇸ጒ᳦ᒬᇬᕎྐྵṅ♐ᮽᒬᝢ
ỷᙿྺ᪆ᆎ᳛ᚧጒ᳦₪⇸ྸዞᆎងᇐላᬀᗓ
᭗ᎎྸᠨ⇸᪰ᆥᖔሑኼᠤỷྺ᪆ᆕ᳛ᚧᒬ
᪆ᆢ᳛ᚧᑯኗᑧ₪⇸ᑳᒎᓖᣋ᠒₴ᶚᑣ
ᦱᒎᝁᐆᔏጙ᪰᪇ዠᑧ₴ᶚྺ

ᜐᥲዞ IMO ᖔឃ╿ᦶᒌᆔደጙᵃᖔᥲ៑ᖔ
ሐᙰྸ₾᷌ឃ╿₾ᚭ╿ᵱᒬ₾ᚭᓄឬᵱᒎᓖ
ᘁྸ⌣ྐྵ᭗ᎎᒬᠤᚚዪ₾ᚭሠᥴᖔᡊṱ
ᆕᠿᇲὼ᧫ᔮ፥ᛄ᪆ᆎ᳛ᚧྸᙘᝢᒂង᳛ᚧᾹ
ᜐᥲᖔឃ╿ᛯ።ྺ᷀ᰈྸበᚅዩᥗᘁᖔ
ឃ╿ྸᤡỼᣓፌዪ₾ᚭሠᥴᔋ᳁ቃ₾ᚭᯠᆴ
Ჯṻ 5000 ⍷⇕ᖔ᪰ྺ

ᒓᵱᖔᏡᓄឬᵱ⅘ᆔᑧឃ╿ྸᏑጎᒓᵱ
Ỽጟᥥ⒕ᖔከ᭔ᑣ⍊ፌᓄឬᵱᖔሐᙰྺᒓᵱ
ᝁᐆ IMO Ꮸបᦱᒎᔇᖔ⌣ྐྵ᭗ᎎᒬᠤᚚ
ᣋᢾᘁྸᛄ᳁ᆎᐄ⅘ṱ⊤ᇃ፥ᖔᨿḃ
ᡱᆣᖟ ࿔᳗ሳᇻỼᆤ∲ᕫ᠒ᣋᙳእ⇗ᖔ
ឃ╿࿕ྸ ዘ᠗ዪᇏሐᙰᬫᙘᕃᖔᗾᮟᆣྸ᱒
ᝡ፨⌿ṱ᧫ᔮᖔᇃ፥ᡱᆣᖟ᳗ྺᝫྸደ
ᵱឬዞᒓᵱᇻᚃྸᇅ᷹ᮟኯᆔᣋᢾ₪⇸ྺᒄጞྸ
ᒓᵱῤᛄᝁᖔᚅᒎᓖᩝᘁጹᗝዩᥗ
ᘁྺᒓᵱỼጙ┥ᥥ⒕ᖔከ᭔ሑኼቔሳᠨ⇸
ᝁᐆᮟᑱྺ
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The Association’s position was taken to the ICS Board, where the 
concept was endorsed, and then the ICS Marine Committee for 
fi nal development.  The ICS paper, which recommends mandatory 
collection of fuel used and distance steamed, was submitted to 
the IMO.

ᒓᵱᖔጙ┥ከ᭔ᇅ᷹ᮟኯ᱒ᥲ‡ᣓṱᥛᵱḣᑦ
ᵱྸᏝᖔ⚃⏽ᇅ⍊ሐᙰᑣᦕᮟኯᥲ‡ᣓṱ
ᥛᵱᡊṱᓄឬᵱᓖྺᥛᵱᙏ╿ᦱᒎጒ᳦ᢾᕫ
ᒬ▾ᣓ₪⇸ᖔሑኼᇅ᷹ᮟኯ᱒ IMOྺ
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The Association, however, fi nds it extremely diffi cult to see how 
mandatory reduction and ‘increased stringency over time’ can be 
applied to operational emissions.  This is a bit like mandating a car 
driver to report fuel consumption and km driven, to reduce fuel 
consumption per km to below a certain level, and then to continue 
to reduce that fuel consumption per km by a fi xed percentage each 
year.  The initial savings might be impressive, as the heavy right foot is 
taken off the accelerator, but increased stringency over time can only 
be achieved by buying a new car, which at the end of the day would be 
worse for the environment.

Air Pollution
As the Chairman has reported, the Association continues to be heavily 
engaged in the debate towards the reduction of air pollution from 
shipping in Hong Kong waters.  Along with our colleagues at the 
Liner Shipping Association, we have been working closely with the 
Environmental Protection Department to develop the legislation that 
will mandate the use of low sulphur diesel (less than 0.5%) by ships 
when alongside or at anchor in Hong Kong.  As this review is being 
written, the legislation is being drafted and will be put in front of the 
Legislative Council in 2014, for entry into force on 1 Jan 2015.

We are also told that Shenzhen and the Guangdong Government are 
keen to move ahead with the reduction of air pollution from shipping 
in PRD waters, and would appear to want to emulate the Hong Kong 
legislation, before moving on towards the application to the IMO for 
an Emission Control Area in the PRD.

፣ᚅᒓᵱῤᛄᦱᒎᔇᖔ⋂᠗᳗⁝ቆᖔᝡ፨
⌿ṱ᧫ᔮ᧞ᙿᙓ┧ỷፌྺ᭬Ềᦱᒎᝁᐆᐖᑎ
↲↰ឬ᭗ᎎᐅᇩᑝᖔᢾᕫྸᦕᐅᇩᑝᖔᢾᕫ
ᝡ፨ᒌᆎᓖᖔሠቶྸᰈᙘᐅጆ╬▾ᦕᐅᇩᑝ
ᖔᢾᕫ᙭ᶦᆎᓖᖔምᑲᝡ፨ྺᬫᗆᷲ᛭ᖔ
ᢾᕫቔᣋᚅቔ⚃ᖔྸዥᛄᆖᵱᯪΏⅳᕫᗓ
ᖔᆝᙎྺ፣ᚅ⋂᠗᳗⁝ቆ ᖔᕧበᣋṻ
⎿Ცᆎⅹᵨᑎᑳỷྸᬫ᪙ᇻጹỼ⍌ởጙ័ྺ

ᖟᠾጩᚌ
ᒓᵱሯ៥ዪሷᖔ᭗ᎎᇐᙳቃྸᒓᵱᦕ╬▾ᩄᙎ
ᥙᾹᝡ፨ᝬᯠሠᥴᡊṱᖟᠾጩᚌᖔ⅘ྺᏝ
ᾹᡧⅽᒓᵱᆎᤉᾹᝬᯠ⍌ᗨᬀᗓᥛᒎᓖ᪰
ዪᝬᯠ↡ᓡᔋ⏘ዩ᤹ᡱᮽ᳗ᦱᒎᑯኗ፨᩺ᠱᕫ
ᖔᕧ࿔᩺᎙፨ᔰ 0.5%࿕ྺ ኄዦ◠Ꮌ᠗ྸ
ᛯ┥ᖔᕧᇅ᷹ᤉᣞᎼᩨᑣᦕᮟኯ 2014 ጆᖔ
ከᕧᵱ╿ṻྸᔰ 2015 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕኈጇኖ᠒ྺ

Ꮭ⍊ᦿᩄየቴᒬ⁹ᕂ᛭ᙼᓯᆫᦕዪᝡ፨ᡪጥ
ᆢᑄᚭሠᥴᖔ᪰ᖟᠾጩᚌሔᝢ᧩ᒚፌᥒྸ
ᑣṅỜዪዞ IMO ኜ⅑ጎከᡪጥᆢᑄᚭ᧫ᔮ
᧖ᒎᥗᗾྸᒎᓖምᝬᯠᕧ╇ᠴᖔᓖྺ
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We are proud of our involvement in the Fair Winds Charter, the 
voluntary industry agreement to cut emissions, which has been well 
received by the top levels of Hong Kong Government and by Beijing.  
It is this demonstration of industry responsibility and commitment that 
has resulted in this clear benefi t to the air we breathe in Hong Kong.  
As well as the clear benefi t to the positive image of our industry.

Maritime Arbitration
For some time, the Association has been promoting Hong Kong’s 
Maritime Arbitration and Legal Services.  The Association acts as 
convener for the Hong Kong Maritime Arbitration Group (HKMAG), 
which is a voluntary list of Hong Kong residents who are willing to sit 
as maritime arbitrators and sub-group of the Hong Kong International 
Arbitration Centre (HKIAC), and works closely with HKIAC in the 
promotion of maritime arbitration and development of procedures.

It is now becoming clear that our Government is keen to promote 
maritime arbitration in Hong Kong, and would like to see HKMAG 
review its promotional materials, and organize events to both inform 
and educate sitting and potential maritime arbitrators in Hong Kong.  
We will be working with HKIAC and our Government in this respect.

Arthur Bowring
Managing Director

ᏝᛄᥙᾹᝨᬘጹᵅᒌ☣ྸṃᬘ
ᚅᵳᛝᛄᝡ፨᧫ᔮጹᰪᤉᖔፁ┮ᔇᒓ╿ྸ
ᑣ⍊ᝬᯠᡠᥗᙼᓯᒬᇐቪᙼᓯᤲᖔሐᙰྺ
៙እᆔᵳᛝỼᗨ○ᝬᯠᖟᠾⅩᖔኽᒬ
ᔐ⊐ྸዘ᠗ᆫỼᵳᛝᖔኈᝢᏑᲠᆟᇬጙྺ

ᡊᑦኻ
ᒓᵱᗒᮽሳᑳ᧥⁹ᝬᯠᖔᡊᑦኻᒬᕧᙖᔽᥐྺ
ᒓᵱᚅᝬᯠᡊᑦኻᆾ᪗ᖔ᳦ᆖྸṃᆾ᪗ᚅ
ኚᝬᯠኄዩᏖ┮⇿ኽᡊᑦኻឬᒬᥙᾹᝬᯠ
ᥲ‡ኻᇐላᇬ᪗ᇃ፥ᖔᆖឬ᪗ጎྺᆾ᪗Ᾱ
ᥲ‡ኻᇐላᦒᇭዠ፥ྸᜣᆝ᧥⁹ᡊᑦኻᑣ
ᒎᓖᛯ┥ᖔᰶᏊྺ

ᙼᓯᇅ᷹ᨱᵴᗇᔷᦕዪᝬᯠ᧥⁹ᡊᑦኻྸ
Ꮙᨋᡊᑦኻᆾ᪗ᵨᒎᓖጙ┥ᖔ᧥⁹ᏺ᠔ྸ
⎓⊧ᚵᥒặ⋳ᒬ᧵ᐾጙᒬዪᖔᡊᑦ
ኻឬྺᏝᦕᾹᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻᇐላᒬᙼᓯ
ዪሔᝢ᳕៙ዠ፥ྺ
             

ፌḣᑦ
ቈἭ
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